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26. Doodle tribute to famous raconteur. Who? 



ANSWER 

Jean de al Fontaine. 



27. Not so much a rude gesture as a belated discovery. Beside what would you 

find this? 



ANSWER 

The Winged Victory of Samothrace. 

This piece fell off while it was being 

brought to France 



28.  Wedding photo of  sorts. ID. 



ANSWER 

Draupadi and the Pandavas, 



29. If this isn’t a tribute to the Kamasutra, 

what is it? 



ANSWER 

Kabaddi 



30. Conventional representations of a certain 

founder. Who? What did he found?  



ANSWER 

A 

Siddhendra Yogi, creator  of Kuchipudi 



31. What two elements were abstracted from here? 



ANSWER 

This is a model of Rodin’s Gates of 

Hell. 

Both The Thinker and  The Kiss  went 

on to separate lives 



32. Tribute to a minimalist tribute.  Identify everything.  



ANSWER 

Don Quixote by Picasso 



33. Character on the right is modelled on whom?  



ANSWER 

Sean Connery 



34. Tribute to which real-life person?  



ANSWER 

Antoine de Saint-Exupery 



35. Something about the rest of Victor Noir’s statue is apparently 

responsible for what we see here. Explain? 



ANSWER 

On account of a superstition that rubbing 

themselves against him could rid women of their 

infertility. 



36.Sometimes called a coy duck. Sometimes called a _ _ _ _ duck on account pf the 

purpose it is put to. What is this name?  



ANSWER 

 

Call duck, because it would call to wild duck and lead 

thus to their capture/shooting 

The other name, coy duck, comes from Decoy Duck. 



37. The muselet, seen here, was designed to solve 

what practical problem? Be specific.   



ANSWER 

To prevent the popping of corks in 

champagne and sparkling wine as 

pressure began to accumulate in the 

bottle 



38. CGI challenge. At recreating something called Gusteau’s kitchen. From where?  



ANSWER 

The film Ratatouille 



39. What is happening here? 



ANSWER 

Eating an Ortolan bunting steeped in 

Armagnac. 

The taste is so decadently good that the 

eater must hide from God while doing so. 



40. Identify person seated below this Abdel Abdessemmed 

sculpture?  



ANSWER 

Bruno Materazzi 

The sculpture pays tribute to Zinedin’s Coupe de Boule  

moment at the 2006 World Cup. 



 

41. 

At which location? 
 



ANSWER 

Notre-Dame of Paris 



 

42. Use background to identify person.  



ANSWER 

Photographer Annie Leibovitz 



43 What is the subject of this caricature?.  



ANSWER 

The Phylloxera bug—the French wine industry 

nearly collapsed after this bug began attacking 

their vines. Eventually, the Great French Wine 

Blight was checked by creating a hybrid, resistant 

vine 



44. For a traditional purpose. What? What is it made from? 



ANSWER 

For playing a Sarod. 

Made out of coconut-shell 



45. Reunion after roughly thirty years in slightly happier 

circumstances.  Name both  individuals. 



ANSWER 

Zola Budd 

Mary Decker Slaney 



46. What is this musical instrument called?  Or, from what ordinary tool is it 

derived?  



ANSWER 

Chimta 

Tongs 



47. Who issued this ad? 



ANSWER 

WWF 



48. Identify and connect the two pictures. 



ANSWER 

A: Apollo slaying a monster at Delphi. 

B: A Burmese Python. 

 

The monster slain in myth was known as 

the Python, thus the name. 



49. What does the chart help us identify? 



ANSWER 

The Dingo of Australia 



50.  This species takes its name from a plant species. We usually 

think of it in another form. What  is the species/what does it 

take its name from? And what is the form we normally 

think of? 



ANSWER 

Bombyx mori—mori after the 

Latin morus for Mulberry. 

This is the Silk Moth;  hence 

Silkworm. 

 


